Jottings Found In Waste Basket

By CLAIRE PLUNGUIAN

We saw a senior Rice student reading a comic book last week — a Donald Duck comic book. But closer observation revealed that it was in German.

Did you know that last year’s Owl Directory was the ’58 Directory, too? And that the two directories before that were both ’56 Owl Directories?

Have you heard about the sweet freshman girls who have been offering everyone a special brand of chocolate candy? It seems after you have eaten it, they’ll tell you it’s chocolate-covered ants.

We wonder: who is the boy that was kidnapped in a Jones elevator last week?

At least one Owl fan we know was crying after Saturday’s game. And you?

Definition heard: A dead German poet. Of: Rilke.

Sign RB found pinned to his pillow in his apartment: “And don’t bring any more girls up here.”

All Rice professors aren’t concerned with digging up the dusty past. Prof. George Williams’ latest book has hit the best-seller lists in Houston.